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ASP.NET Website Programming Feb 22 2021 What is this book about? ASP.NET Website Programming shows you how to build an interactive website from design to deployment. Packed with solutions to website programming
problems, this book will have you building well-engineered, extendable ASP.NET websites quickly and easily. What does this book cover? In this book, you will learn how to Establish a solid, scalable website foundation Provide
flexible user accounts integrating with ASP.NET's built-in security Create message forums that enable formatted messages but defend against cross-site scripting Generate revenue from advertising Build a web interface for uploading,
downloading, editing, and managing the files on your site Add opinion polls, email newsletters, and news management Deploy the finished site on a live server Build websites using good, n-tier coding techniques The site we build is
modular. You can slot the modules into your own website, modify them, or use them as examples of particular ASP.NET techniques. Who is this book for? This book is for developers who Use ASP.NET and C# Use Visual Studio
.NET Professional or above, or Visual C# .NET Standard Want to build content-based websites
Advanced Guide to Python 3 Programming  Oct 13 2022 Advanced Guide to Python 3 Programming 2nd Edition delves deeply into a host of subjects that you need to understand if you are to develop sophisticated real-world programs.
Each topic is preceded by an introduction followed by more advanced topics, along with numerous examples, that take you to an advanced level. This second edition has been significantly updated with two new sections on advanced
Python language concepts and data analytics and machine learning. The GUI chapters have been rewritten to use the Tkinter UI library and a chapter on performance monitoring and profiling has been added. In total there are 18 new
chapters, and all remaining chapters have been updated for the latest version of Python as well as for any of the libraries they use. There are eleven sections within the book covering Python Language Concepts, Computer Graphics
(including GUIs), Games, Testing, File Input and Output, Databases Access, Logging, Concurrency and Parallelism, Reactive Programming, Networking and Data Analytics. Each section is self-contained and can either be read on its
own or as part of the book as a whole. It is aimed at those who have learnt the basics of the Python 3 language but wish to delve deeper into Python’s eco system of additional libraries and modules.
The Self-Taught Coder: The Definitive Guide to Database Programming with Python and MySQL  Mar 06 2022 You will learn Python/MySQL fast, easy and fun. This book provides you with a complete MySQL guidance presented
in an easy-to-follow manner. This Python MySQL book shows you how to use MySQL connector/Python to access MySQL databases. You will learn how to connect to MySQL database, and perform common database operations
such as SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE. In addition, we will show you some useful tips such as how to call MySQL stored procedures from Python, and how to work with MySQL BLOB data. Each chapter has practical
examples with SQL script and screenshots available. If you go through the entire chapters, you will know how to manage MySQL databases and manipulate data using various techniques such as MySQL queries, MySQL stored
procedures, database views, triggers. In the first part of the book, you will learn Basic MySQL statements including how to implement querying data, sorting data, filtering data, joining tables, grouping data, subquerying data, dan
setting operators. Aside from learning basic SQL statements, you will also learn step by step how to develop stored procedures in MySQL. First, we introduce you to the stored procedure concept and discuss when you should use it.
Then, we show you how to use the basic elements of the procedure code such as create procedure statement, if-else, case, loop, stored procedure’s parameters. In the next chapter, we will discuss the database views, how they are
implemented in MySQL, and how to use them more effectively. After that, you will learn how to work with the MySQL triggers. By definition, a trigger or database trigger is a stored program executed automatically to respond to a
specific event e.g., insert, update or delete occurred in a table. The database trigger is powerful tool for protecting the integrity of the data in your MySQL databases. In addition, it is useful to automate some database operations such
as logging, auditing, etc. Then, you will learn about MySQL index including creating indexes, removing indexes, listing all indexes of a table and other important features of indexes in MySQL. MySQL uses indexes to quickly find
rows with specific column values. Without an index, MySQL must scan the whole table to locate the relevant rows. The larger table, the slower it searches. After that, you will find a lot of useful MySQL administration techniques
including MySQL server startup and shutdown, MySQL server security, MySQL database maintenance, and backup. The last chapter gives you the most commonly used MySQL functions including aggregate functions, string
functions, date time functions, control flow functions, etc.
A Complete Guide to Programming in C++  Jun 08 2022 This guide was written for readers interested in learning the C++ programming language from scratch, and for both novice and advanced C++ programmers wishing to enhance
their knowledge of C++. The text is organized to guide the reader from elementary language concepts to professional software development, with in depth coverage of all the C++ language elements en route.
Guide to RISC Processors Aug 30 2021 Details RISC design principles as well as explains the differences between this and other designs. Helps readers acquire hands-on assembly language programming experience
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO Database Programming with PHP/MySQL  Apr 06 2022 You will learn PHP/MySQL fast, easy and fun. This book provides you with a complete MySQL guidance presented in an easy-to-follow
manner. Each chapter has practical examples with SQL script and screenshots available. If you go through the entire chapters, you will know how to manage MySQL databases and manipulate data using various techniques such as
MySQL queries, MySQL stored procedures, database views, triggers. In the first part of the book, you will learn basic MySQL statements including how to implement querying data, sorting data, filtering data, joining tables, grouping
data, subquerying data, dan setting operators. Aside from learning basic SQL statements, you will also learn step by step how to develop stored procedures in MySQL. First, we introduce you to the stored procedure concept and
discuss when you should use it. Then, we show you how to use the basic elements of the procedure code such as create procedure statement, if-else, case, loop, stored procedure’s parameters. In the next chapter, we will discuss the
database views, how they are implemented in MySQL, and how to use them more effectively. After that, you will learn how to work with the MySQL triggers. By definition, a trigger or database trigger is a stored program executed
automatically to respond to a specific event e.g., insert, update or delete occurred in a table. The database trigger is powerful tool for protecting the integrity of the data in your MySQL databases. In addition, it is useful to automate
some database operations such as logging, auditing, etc. Then, you will learn about MySQL index including creating indexes, removing indexes, listing all indexes of a table and other important features of indexes in MySQL. MySQL
uses indexes to quickly find rows with specific column values. Without an index, MySQL must scan the whole table to locate the relevant rows. The larger table, the slower it searches. After that, you will find a lot of useful MySQL
administration techniques including MySQL server startup and shutdown, MySQL server security, MySQL database maintenance, and backup. The last chapter gives you the most commonly used MySQL functions including
aggregate functions, string functions, date time functions, control flow functions, etc.
SIMD Programming Manual for Linux and Windows  Apr 30 2024 A number of widely used contemporary processors have instruction-set extensions for improved performance in multi-media applications. The aim is to allow
operations to proceed on multiple pixels each clock cycle. Such instruction-sets have been incorporated both in specialist DSPchips such as the Texas C62xx (Texas Instruments, 1998) and in general purpose CPU chips like the Intel
IA32 (Intel, 2000) or the AMD K6 (Advanced Micro Devices, 1999). These instruction-set extensions are typically based on the Single Instruc tion-stream Multiple Data-stream (SIMD) model in which a single instruction causes the
same mathematical operation to be carried out on several operands, or pairs of operands, at the same time. The level or parallelism supported ranges from two floating point operations, at a time on the AMD K6 architecture to 16 byte
operations at a time on the Intel P4 architecture. Whereas processor architectures are moving towards greater levels of parallelism, the most widely used programming languages such as C, Java and Delphi are structured around a
model of computation in which operations takeplace on a single value at a time. This was appropriate when processors worked this way, but has become an impediment to programmers seeking to make use of the performance offered
by multi-media instruction -sets. The introduction of SIMD instruction sets (Peleg et al.



Maintenance Management of Street and Highway Signs  Jun 28 2021 This synthesis will be of interest to traffic engineers, maintenance managers, sign shop supervisors, and others interested in the maintenance of street and
highway signs. Detailed information is presented on the current practices of state and local governments in managing the maintenance of street and highway signs within their jurisdictions. The maintenance of street and highway signs
is viewed as a means for improving the effectiveness of a signing system. This report of the Transportation Research Board describes the maintenance practices of several state and local highway agencies along with the rationale for
those practices. It covers inspection, refurbishing, and replacement practices, along with information on equipment and personnel requirements.
Highway Safety Management Process - Planning and Programming Manual  Dec 27 2023
Learn Python From an Expert: The Complete Guide: With Artificial Intelligence  Jan 04 2022 The Ultimate Guide to Advanced Python and Artificial Intelligence: Unleash the Power of Code! Are you ready to take your Python
programming skills to the next level and dive into the exciting world of artificial intelligence? Look no further! We proudly present the comprehensive book written by renowned author Edson L P Camacho: "Advanced Python:
Mastering AI." In today's rapidly evolving technological landscape, the demand for AI professionals is soaring. Python, with its simplicity and versatility, has become the go-to language for AI development. Whether you are a
seasoned Pythonista or a beginner eager to learn, this book is your gateway to mastering AI concepts and enhancing your programming expertise. What sets "Advanced Python: Mastering AI" apart from other books is its unparalleled
combination of in-depth theory and hands-on practicality. Edson L P Camacho, a leading expert in the field, guides you through every step, from laying the foundation of Python fundamentals to implementing cutting-edge AI
algorithms. Here's a glimpse of what you'll find within the pages of this comprehensive guide: 1. Python Fundamentals: Review and reinforce your knowledge of Python basics, including data types, control flow, functions, and object-
oriented programming. Build a solid foundation to tackle complex AI concepts. 2. Data Manipulation and Visualization: Learn powerful libraries such as NumPy, Pandas, and Matplotlib to handle and analyze data. Understand how to
preprocess and visualize data effectively for AI applications. 3. Machine Learning Essentials: Dive into the world of machine learning and explore popular algorithms like linear regression, decision trees, support vector machines, and
neural networks. Discover how to train, evaluate, and optimize models for various tasks. 4. Deep Learning and Neural Networks: Delve deeper into neural networks, the backbone of modern AI. Gain insights into deep learning
architectures, including convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Implement advanced techniques like transfer learning and generative models. 5. Natural Language Processing (NLP): Explore the
fascinating field of NLP and learn how to process and analyze textual data using Python. Discover techniques like sentiment analysis, named entity recognition, and text generation. 6. Computer Vision: Unleash the power of Python
for image and video analysis. Build computer vision applications using popular libraries like OpenCV and TensorFlow. Understand concepts like object detection, image segmentation, and image captioning. 7. Reinforcement
Learning: Embark on the exciting journey of reinforcement learning. Master the fundamentals of Q-learning, policy gradients, and deep Q-networks. Create intelligent agents that can learn and make decisions in dynamic
environments. "Advanced Python: Mastering AI" not only equips you with the theoretical knowledge but also provides numerous real-world examples and projects to reinforce your understanding. Each chapter is accompanied by
practical exercises and coding challenges to sharpen your skills and boost your confidence. Don't miss the opportunity to stay ahead in this AI-driven era. Order your copy of "Advanced Python: Mastering AI" today and unlock the full
potential of Python programming with artificial intelligence. Take your career to new heights and become a proficient AI developer. Get ready to write the code that shapes the future!
IT Interview Guide for Freshers  Mar 25 2021 Gold mine of critical IT interview Q&A for freshers DescriptionÊ Are you a fresher looking to pass your first IT interview and get your hands on that dream job of yours? This is the
best choice for you to make. By emphasizing on the importance of sufficient preparation, this book will help aspirants prepare for the IT interview process. With this practical hands-on guide, readers will not only learn industry-
standard IT interview practices and tips, but will also get curated, situation-specific, and timeline-specific interview preparation techniques that will help them take a leap ahead of others in the queue. This book includes sample
questions asked by top IT companies while hiring and the readers can expect a similar set of questions in their interview. The book also offers hints on solving them as you move ahead, and each hint is customized similar to how your
actual interview is likely to progress. Whether you are planning to prepare for an interview through a semester for six months or preparing for just a weekend coding competition, this book will have all the necessary information that
will lead you to your first successful job. Ê This book is divided into numerous chapters including the topics that deal with various aspects and stages of the entire interview process. It presents an exhaustive question bank with special
emphasis on practical scenarios and business cases. The book describes the qualities an employer looks for in a potential employee and will also help improve the aspirantÕs understanding of the interview process. The book begins
with oft-asked sample interview questions on top data structures and operating systems. Then it dives into the concepts and principles of OOPs. Next it presents various interview questions on C/C++/Java programming along with
database management systems. The book will then take you through the methodologies and processes of validation and testing, along with DevOps, Agile, Scrum, APIs, Micro-services, and SOA. Finally, the book ends with a set of
HR process interview questions covering the best practices to answer interview questions. ÊÊ KEY FEATURES Understand various best practices, principles, concepts, and guidelines Common pitfalls to avoid during interviews
Trending programming languages including Python and R. Tools, best practices, techniques, and processes Methodologies and processes for DevOps, microarchitecture, SDLC, APIs, SOA integration Best practices and programming
standards Holistic view of key concepts, principles, and best practices Ê WHAT WILL YOU LEARN This is a comprehensive book on IT interviews for aspirants with profiles ranging from freshers to experienced (up to four yearsÕ
experience) and with different backgrounds such as BE, BCA, BSc, BCom, and MCA. This reference guide for freshers has a double advantage: It will guide them for their interview and discussions. It will help interview panels in
selecting candidates for their practice/units while bringing in standardization in the selection process. This book has more than five hundred questions in eight domains, including a chapter on trending programming languages (Python
and R). It presents an exhaustive question bank with special emphasis on practical scenarios and business cases. It covers all the key domains including data structures, OOPs, DBMS, OS, methodologies and processes, programming
languages, and digital technologies. The book includes a section on frameworks and methodologies for quality assurance and testing, DevOps, Agile, Scrum, APIs, microservices, and SOA. Based on our experience, the assurance is
that at least 80% of the content will be discussed during a typical interview. The book also has a section on pre- and post-interview preparations. The coverage is extensive in terms of depth and breadth of domains addressed in the
book. But it can be referred to for selective reading as per the choice of domain. The book has more than a hundred diagrams depicting various scenarios, models, and methodologies. Ê WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR Students: IT and
other computer science streams Freshers from IT and computer science institutes Programmers/Software engineers/Developers: 0Ð4 yearsÕ experience Interview panels Ê Table of Contents 1. Introduction 2. Written Test & Group
Discussion 3. Interview Preparations 4. Data Structure & Algorithms 5. Operating System 6. Object-oriented Programming (OOP) 7. C/C++ Programming 8. Java Programming 9. Database Management System (DBMS) 10. Trending
Programming Languages: Python & R 11. Methodologies & Processes 12. HR Round
Intel 8080 Microcomputer Systems User's Manual  Feb 14 2023
Go Programming Language May 20 2023 Go programming language You may have heard in the last few years about a new programming language that originated from within Google called Go (or Golang as a searchable term for
search engines), through this book we will try to identify this language, its advantages, disadvantages and what makes it different from others. The first chapter of this book will be a verbal lesson only, focusing on the points of
difference of language with the rest of the languages, and is directed to those with some programming background with the rest of the languages, but the rest of the lessons will be directed to beginners.
Technology Commercialization Manual  Feb 02 2022
CNC Programming Handbook Jun 01 2024 Comes with a CD-ROM packed with a variety of problem-solving projects.
PEXlib Programming Manual  Apr 26 2021 The world of workstations changed dramatically with the release of the X Window System. Users could finally count on a consistent interface across almost all makes and models of
computers. At the same time, graphics applications became easily portable.Until recently, X supported only 2D graphics. Now, however, by means of the PEX extensions to X, together with the PEXlib applications programming
interface, native, 3D graphics have come to the X Window System. PEXlib allows the programmer to create graphics programs of any complexity, and also provides the basis for higher-level graphics systems and toolkits.The "PEXlib
Programming Manual" is the definitive programmer's guide to PEXlib, covering PEX versions 5.0 and 5.1. Containing over 200 illustrations and 19 color plates, it combines a thorough and gentle tutorial approach with valuable



reference features. Along the way, it presents the reader with numerous programming examples, as well as a library of helpful utility routines--all of which are available online. You do not any need prior graphics programming
experience to use this manual.Written by Tom Gaskins--the widely recognized authority who also authored the O'Reilly and Associates "PHIGS Programming Manual"--this book is the only programming guide to PEXlib you will
ever need.
CNC Programming Techniques Oct 01 2021 This practical and very useful resource covers several programming subjects, including how to program cams and tapered end mills, that are virtually impossible to find anywhere. Other,
more common, subjects, such as cutter radius offset and thread milling are covered in great depth.
A Practical Guide to Linux Commands, Editors, and Shell Programming  Sep 11 2022 Linus is today's dominant Internet server platform. System administrators and Web developers need deep Linux fluency, including expert
knowledge of shells and the command line. This guide will help you achieve that level of Linus mastery.
Machine Learning Applications in Non-Conventional Machining Processes  Nov 25 2023 Traditional machining has many limitations in today’s technology-driven world, which has caused industrial professionals to begin
implementing various optimization techniques within their machining processes. The application of methods including machine learning and genetic algorithms has recently transformed the manufacturing industry and created
countless opportunities in non-traditional machining methods. Significant research in this area, however, is still considerably lacking. Machine Learning Applications in Non-Conventional Machining Processes is a collection of
innovative research on the advancement of intelligent technology in industrial environments and its applications within the manufacturing field. While highlighting topics including evolutionary algorithms, micro-machining, and
artificial neural networks, this book is ideally designed for researchers, academicians, engineers, managers, developers, practitioners, industrialists, and students seeking current research on intelligence-based machining processes in
today’s technology-driven market.
Capital Programming Guide Jul 10 2022
A Beginner's Guide to Scala, Object Orientation and Functional Programming  Sep 23 2023 Scala is now an established programming language developed by Martin Oderskey and his team at the EPFL. The name Scala is derived
from Sca(lable) La(nguage). Scala is a multi-paradigm language, incorporating object oriented approaches with functional programming. Although some familiarity with standard computing concepts is assumed (such as the idea of
compiling a program and executing this compiled from etc.) and with basic procedural language concepts (such as variables and allocation of values to these variables) the early chapters of the book do not assume any familiarity with
object orientation nor with functional programming These chapters also step through other concepts with which the reader may not be familiar (such as list processing). From this background, the book provides a practical introduction
to both object and functional approaches using Scala. These concepts are introduced through practical experience taking the reader beyond the level of the language syntax to the philosophy and practice of object oriented development
and functional programming. Students and those actively involved in the software industry will find this comprehensive introduction to Scala invaluable.
Absolute Beginner's Guide to Programming Feb 27 2024 This book teaches you everything you need to know to understand computer programming at a fundamental level. You will learn what the major programming langauiges are,
how they work, and what to do.
Introduction to Julia Programming Jan 28 2024 "Julia walks like Python and runs like C". This phrase explains why Julia is fast growing as the most favoured option for data analytics and numerical computation. Julia is the fastest
modern open-source language for data science, machine learning and scientific computing. Julia provides the functionality, ease-of-use and intuitive syntax of R, Python, MATLAB, SAS or Stata combined with the speed, capacity and
performance of C, C++ or Java.Present books is both for beginners and experienced users. While experienced users can use this as a reference, new users can learn the fine details of julia program's composition. CHAPETRS: 1.
Introduction, 2. Object Oriented programming, 3. Basic maths with Julia, 4. Complex Numbers, 5. Rational and Irrational numbers, 6. Mathematical Functions, 7.Arrays, 8. Arrays for matrix operations, 9. String,s 10. Functions, 11.
Control Flow, 12. Input Output, 13.
Practical Haskell Mar 18 2023 Get a practical, hands-on introduction to the Haskell language, its libraries and environment, and to the functional programming paradigm that is fast growing in importance in the software industry. This
book contains excellent coverage of the Haskell ecosystem and supporting tools, include Cabal and Stack for managing projects, HUnit and QuickCheck for software testing, the Spock framework for developing web applications,
Persistent and Esqueleto for database access, and parallel and distributed programming libraries. You’ll see how functional programming is gathering momentum, allowing you to express yourself in a more concise way, reducing
boilerplate, and increasing the safety of your code. Haskell is an elegant and noise-free pure functional language with a long history, having a huge number of library contributors and an active community. This makes Haskell the best
tool for both learning and applying functional programming, and Practical Haskell takes advantage of this to show off the language and what it can do. What You Will Learn Get started programming with Haskell Examine the
different parts of the language Gain an overview of the most important libraries and tools in the Haskell ecosystem Apply functional patterns in real-world scenarios Understand monads and monad transformers Proficiently use
laziness and resource management Who This Book Is For Experienced programmers who may be new to the Haskell programming language. However, some prior exposure to Haskell is recommended.
Rational Application Developer V7.5 Programming Guide  Jul 30 2021 IBM® Rational® Application Developer for WebSphere® Software v7.5 (Application Developer, for short) is the full function Eclipse 3.4 based development
platform for developing JavaTM Standard Edition Version 6 (Java SE 6) and Java Enterprise Edition Version 5 (Java EE 5) applications with a focus on applications to be deployed to IBM WebSphere Application Server and IBM
WebSphere Portal. Rational Application Developer provides integrated development tools for all development roles, including Web developers, Java developers, business analysts, architects, and enterprise programmers. Rational
Application Developer is part of the IBM Rational Software Delivery Platform (SDP), which contains products in four life cycle categories: - Architecture management, which includes integrated development environments - Change
and release management - Process and portfolio management - Quality management This IBM RedbooksTM publication is a programming guide that highlights the features and tooling included with Rational Application Developer
v7.5. Many of the chapters provide working examples that demonstrate how to use the tooling to develop applications, as well as achieve the benefits of visual and rapid application development. This publication is an update of
Rational Application Developer V7 Programming Guide, SG24-7501.
8051 Microcontroller: Internals, Instructions, Programming & Interfacing  Mar 30 2024
The Complete Idiot's Guide to a Career in Computer Programming  Jul 22 2023 Describes the job market, qualifications, career paths, and common pitfalls and includes information on interviewing, working with employment
agencies, and resumes
Students' Guide to Programming Languages  Nov 13 2022 Students' Guide to Programming Languages introduces programming languages, emphasizing why they are needed, how they are defined and constructed, and where and
how they are used. With greater access to computers at work, at school, and in the home, more and more people are now able to write programs. Only a small number of these people recognize the underlying features of the
programming languages they are using, and even fewer people appreciate the features that are common to most programming languages. This book demonstrates how most programming languages are based upon the same concepts
and how knowledge of these concepts can benefit the analyst and the programmer. When specifying computer solutions to real problems, the systems analyst and the programmer must be able to stand back from the particular problem
in hand and visualize a solution that is independent of the constraints and limitations imposed by the programming language itself. The text helps in achieving these goals. The book as well is suitable for college students following
BTEC and City and Guilds courses in computer studies and IT topics, including professional commercial and end-users.
Low Level X Window Programming  Jan 21 2021 This is the missing X Window book. While others have shown what the X Window system has available, this book shows how to convert this potential into working tools to fulfil
your visualisation needs. It is of the show-me class of books. The majority of the book covers Xlib, although a short coverage of Xcb is also given. Included are: . The relationship between Xlib and the X Window protocol; . All the



basic Xlib topics are covered; . Complete working programs with their results; . Exercises to reinforce the material just covered. A 9 part partition to building a complete X program is used throughout. This partitioning fosters the
inclusion of all code necessary. All programs are written in C and are one to four pages in length. Open source programs with the occasional Postscript script are shown to provide support as needed. Throughout the examples
consideration is given to using colour. The examples produce simple results with the aim of providing building blocks for application oriented codes. The book is directed at graduate students and researchers who create computer code
to visualise their data.
Metal Programming Guide Apr 18 2023 Master Metal: The Next-Generation Graphics and GPU Programming Platform for Apple Developers Metal enables Apple developers to maximize performance in demanding tasks like 3D
graphics, games, scientific programming, visualization, and GPU-accelerated machine learning. Metal® Programming Guide is the authoritative, practical guide to Metal for all iOS programmers who are interested in graphics
programming but don’t know where to start. Pioneering Apple developer Janie Clayton covers everything from basic draw calls to advanced parallel computing, combining easy-to-understand conceptual explanations with well-tested
Swift 4/Xcode 9 sample code (available for download at GitHub). Clayton introduces the essential Metal, graphics, and math concepts every graphics programmer needs to know. She also discusses key graphics-specific libraries,
concepts, and Metal Classes, presenting techniques and examples you’ll find valuable for both graphics and data processing. Clayton also provides coverage of the Metal Compute Pipeline, demonstrating practical GPU programming
applications ranging from image processing to neural networking. Quickly get a basic Metal project running Work with Metal resources and memory management Learn how shaders are compiled and accessed by the CPU Program
both 2D and 3D graphics with Metal Import 3D models and assets from Blender, Maya, and other programs Apply imported textures to model objects Use multipass rendering to efficiently implement computationally expensive
techniques Leverage tessellation to reduce mesh detail Use the GPU for a wide spectrum of general-purpose computing applications Get started with the Metal Performance Shaders Framework
XLIB Programming Manual, Rel. 5  Dec 15 2022 Covering X11 Release 5, the Xlib Programming Manual is a complete guide to programming the X library (Xlib), the lowest level of programming interface to X. It includes
introductions to internationalization, device-independent color, font service, and scalable fonts. Includes chapters on: X Window System concepts A simple client application Window attributes The graphics context Graphics in
practice Color Events Interclient communication Internationalization The Resource Manager A complete client application Window management This manual is a companion to Volume 2, Xlib Reference Manual.
COMPLETE MODULE GUIDE WITH TEACHING PLAN AND COURSEWORK’S PROGRAMMING IN C  Jan 16 2023 COMPLETE MODULE GUIDE WITH TEACHING PLAN AND COURSEWORK’S PROGRAMMING
IN C
Actuaries' Survival Guide May 27 2021 This unique book is a guide for students and graduates of mathematics, statistics, economics, finance, and other number-based disciplines contemplating a career in actuarial science. Given the
comprehensive range of the cases that are analyzed in the book, the Actuaries' Survival Guide can serve as a companion to existing study material for all courses designed to prepare students for actuarial examinations. * Based on the
curricula and examinations of the Society of Actuaries (SOA) and the Casualty Actuarial Society (CAS) * Presents an overview of career options and details on employment in different industries * Provides a link between theory and
practice; helps readers gain the qualitative and quantitative skills and knowledge required to succeed in actuarial exams * Includes insights from over 50 actuaries and actuarial students * Written by Fred Szabo, who has directed the
actuarial co-op program at Concordia University for over ten years
A Beginners Guide to Python 3 Programming  Oct 25 2023 This textbook is aimed at readers who have little or no knowledge of computer programming but want to learn to program in Python. It starts from the very basics including
how to install your Python environment, how to write a very simple program and run it, what a variable is, what an if statement is, how iteration works using for and while loops as well as important key concepts such as functions,
classes and modules. Each subject area is prefaced with an introductory chapter, before continuing with how these ideas work in Python. The second edition has been completely updated for the latest versions of Python including
Python 3.11 and Python 3.12. New chapters have been added such as those that consider where and how Python is used, the use of Frozensets, how data can be sorted, enumerated types in Python, structural pattern matching and how
(and why) Python Virtual Environments are configured. A new chapter ‘The Python Bites back’ is introduced to present the fourteen most common / biggest gotchas for someone new to Python. Other sections have been updated with
new features such as Exception Groups, string operations and dictionary operations. A Beginners Guide to Python 3 Programming second Edition provides all you need to know about Python, with numerous examples provided
throughout including several larger worked case studies illustrating the ideas presented in the previous chapters.
Guide to Assembly Language Programming in Linux  Aug 23 2023 Introduces Linux concepts to programmers who are familiar with other operating systems such as Windows XP Provides comprehensive coverage of the Pentium
assembly language
The Essential Guide to User Interface Design  Dec 03 2021 Bringing together the results of more than 300 new design studies, an understanding of people, knowledge of hardware and software capabilities, and the author’s practical
experience gained from 45 years of work with display-based systems, this book addresses interface and screen design from the user’s perspective. You will learn how to create an effective design methodology, design and organize
screens and Web pages that encourage efficient comprehension and execution, and create screen icons and graphics that make displays easier and more comfortable to use.
Capital Programming Guide Aug 11 2022
Study Guide BCA 2021 Nov 01 2021
CNC Programming for Machining  Jun 20 2023 The book is basically written with a view to project Computer Numerical Control Programming (CNC) Programming for machines. This book shows how to write, read and
understand such programs for modernizating manufacturing machines. It includes topics such as different programming codes as well as different CNC machines such as drilling and milling.
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